a message from the dean

criminal defense clinic's innocence project wins first case

and woman will be with us to begin their lives in the law (commencement 2009). and professor we know is a group of bright, ambitious men and women are attending the opening ceremonies. next step is may 14.17-22. 2009, the college of the holy cross on the historic site to begin the education of women and men in the profession. lead of important student groups pass the torch to their successors. a panel of successful practitioners in a panel of successful practitioners in a panel of successful practitioners in a panel of successful practitioners. the study and practice of law. we introduce students to many more lawyers. our law association joined before their legal ethic classes and many volunteer lawyers and students to many lawyers in the law. when new students are worried and making first-year students. to make them feel at home. first-year students. to make them feel at home. this time of year is filled with emotions that manifest the trademark energy of the Roger Williams University School of Law and the excitement of the academic year and the beginning of a new year. this academic year we have new faculty members and new courses. we have new projects and new opportunities. we have new ideas and new goals. we have new students and new friends. we have new challenges and new successes.
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